Evaluation of the performance of single root multireference coupled cluster method for ground and excited states, and its application to geometry optimization.
The complete model space (CAS) based "genuine" single root multireference (MR) coupled cluster (sr-MRCC) method [Mahapatra and Chattopadhyay, J. Chem. Phys. 133, 074102 (2010)] has been extended to enable geometry optimizations by adopting the numerical gradient scheme. The sr-MRCC theory is designed to treat quasidegeneracies of varying degrees through the computation of essential static and dynamic correlation effects in a balanced way while bypassing the intruder states problem in a size-extensive manner. The efficacy of our sr-MRCC gradient approach has been illustrated by the optimization of the geometries of N(2)H(2),CH(2),C(2)H(4),C(4)H(4),O(3) as well as trimethylenemethane (TMM) molecular systems, since such cases, by virtue of their complexity, warrant truly multireference description. We have explored the capability of the sr-MRCC approach to yield rotational energy surfaces for the ground and first singlet excited states of N(2)H(2). We also intend to explore the ground and the excited state energetics of some model systems (such as P4, H4, and H(8)) for the computation of excitation energies by relying on the sr-MRCC method. An analysis of the results and a comparison with previous pertinent theoretical works including state specific MRCC (SS-MRCC) theory of Mukherjee and co-workers have also been presented. Although in most of the cases, we observe a close behavior between the sr-MRCC and SS-MRCC method, the error in the sr-MRCC is lower than the overall error of the SS-MRCC calculations in the vicinity of the transition region (manifesting a significant quasidegenerate character). The present results show that the sr-MRCC method and its numerical gradient variant are generally applicable to very demanding model and realistic chemical problems at acceptable accuracy and affordable computational expense which together attests the efficacy and viability of the sr-MRCC formalism for handling of static and dynamic correlations simultaneously thereby ensuring a balanced description for bond-breaking and other quasidegenerate situations with a various degree of MR character. Our preliminary results illustrate that our sr-MRCC method is a potential competitor for other state specific MRCC theories.